Master of Business – Double Specialisations Commencing T3-2016

Double specialisations require you to complete

- **4 foundation subjects** (ACCY801, MARK803, MGNT803 and BUS802)
- **2 specialisations with 5 compulsory core subjects** in each specialisation (total 10 subjects)
- **1 elective** (list dependent upon your specialisations should be left until the end of your sequence) (NB: – students combining Management and International Business – have 2 electives as they have one common core subject)
- **1 research capstone subject MGNT922** which should be taken in your last session of study

**Please note:** It is important to complete the 800 level subjects before undertaking the 900 (core specialisation) subjects as this gives you the theoretical, research and learning background to study the more difficult subjects.

A full time study load is 3 subjects a session. For International students (in Australia on a student visa) a reduced (part-time) study load can only be taken with approval of the Head of Students, so that visa conditions are not breached.

With subjects in each core not every subject is on in every session, so following a study sequence is important to help you complete your subjects and specialisations. You should aim to complete the core of one specialisation first, in case personal circumstances require you to change to a single specialisation degree

For students commencing in Trimester 3 2016

If you are enrolled in the full 16 subject double specialisation degree:

For **Trimester 3 2016** enrol in

- ACCY 801 Accounting and Financial Management
- MARK804 Foundations of Marketing Management
- MGNT 803 Organisational Behaviour and Management

regardless of your specialisations (majors). As noted above it is important that you do these foundation subjects first before studying the subjects in your specialisations

For **Trimester 1 2017** enrol in

- ECON802 The Economics of Global Business Challenges
- Plus 2 of the **CORE** subjects from one of your specialisations

A list of the core subjects for each specialisation is shown on the next page.
CORE SUBJECTS Financial Management (FINM) Available Wollongong and Sydney
FIN921 Managerial Finance
FIN922 Investment Management
FIN924 Financial Statement Analysis for Business
FIN958 Financial Institutions
ECON940 Statistics for Decision Making

CORE SUBJECTS Management (MGMT) Available Wollongong and Sydney
MGNT910 Strategic Management
MGNT920 Organisational Analysis
MGNT915 Change Management
MGNT978 Cross Cultural Management or MGNT981 Managing People in Multinationals (equivalent subjects)
OPS935 Project Management

CORE SUBJECTS International Business (INTB) Available Wollongong and Sydney
FIN928 Multinational Financial Management
MARK957 International Marketing Strategies
MGNT978 Cross Cultural Management or MGNT981 Managing People in Multinationals (equivalent subjects)
MGNT982 International Business Environment (pre-requisite for MGNT984)
MGNT984* International Business Strategies (needs pre-requisite subject MGNT982 to be completed)
Please note: MGNT982 and MGNT984 cannot be studied concurrently in the same session

CORE SUBJECTS Human Resource Management (HRM) only available Wollongong Campus
MGNT908 Human Resource Development
MGNT930 Strategic Human Resource Management
MGNT949 Performance Management
MGNT963 Management of Workplace Health and Safety
MGNT969 Job Analysis, Recruitment and Selection
Please Note: Students must also select two elective subjects (12 credit points) relevant to the specialisation. Refer to the Subject Handbook for details.

CORE SUBJECTS Marketing (MARK) only available Wollongong Campus
MARK920 Social Marketing
MARK935 Marketing Strategy
MARK936 Consumer Behaviour
MARK940 Marketing Communications
MARK977 Research for Marketing Decisions
Please Note: Students must also select two elective subjects (12 credit points) relevant to the specialisation. Refer to the Subject Handbook for details.
Managing the rest of your study sequence

To manage the rest of your study sequence, and access the latest support information relating to your degree program please enrol in our Moodle site for the Master of Business. This Moodle also has information relating to your specialisation (major) and electives.

You can self-enrol in this Moodle site by:

1. Accessing eLearning from your SOLS menu.

2. Log into the eLearning system (Moodle) using your UOW user name and password.

3. In the search sites box enter Master of Business.

4. Select the site by clicking on Master of Business (PROJ043_16).

5. When asked for an enrolment key enter MBus2016.

Your access to the Master of Business site will remain active while you are enrolled at UOW in this degree. Subject Moodle sites will be automatically provided to you when you are enrolled in a subject during a trimester.